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About This Game

Meal hiding simulator.

WARNING:
THIS GAME CONTAINS GRAPHICAL ELEMENTS THAT SOME PLAYERS WILL FIND DISTURBING.

WE RECOMMEND YOU ARE AT 14+ YEARS OLD TO PLAY THE GAME.

 Meal hiding simulator unlike any other meal hiding simulator in the market

 Some gore/blood/mature content: realistic'ish violence / unrealistic violence / some blood

 Physics based puzzles that have multiple solutions

 Mainly comical shenanigans

 No jump scares

 Weird camera angle

 Weird arm movement
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 Weird voice acting

 Possibly the best use of inverse kinematics in physics based item interaction

 "You Have Very Poor Eye-sight" Gaze system

 Secret

 True secret

 Secret beta testing during early-access

 The first chapter contains about 30 minutes of gameplay

 Work-in-progress: New chapters (5-10 hours gameplay in total)
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Title: Barry Has a Secret
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Sandbay Games
Publisher:
Sandbay Games

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (64bit)

Processor: i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 660 and up

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: (Processor/diskspace are estimates and will become more accurate once game exits early-access)

English
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